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[1] Flow processes near the (concave) outer bank in curved river reaches are investigated
in a laboratory flume, with focus on the influence of the bank roughness. An outer-bank
cell of reversed secondary flow occurs for all the investigated roughness configurations of
the outer bank. The cell widens the outer-bank boundary layer, which reduces the flow
forcing on the bank, but also advects high-momentum fluid toward the lower part of the
bank, which enhances the flow forcing on the bank. Increasing the roughness of the outer
bank causes a considerable widening and strengthening of the outer-bank cell, which
amplifies both effects on the flow forcing. The widening of the outer-bank boundary layer
induced by the outer-bank cell reduces the effective width of the channel, i.e., the width
where most of the discharge is conveyed, which increases significantly the sediment
transport capacity in the central part of the channel. The near-bank processes are
qualitatively similar but show considerable quantitative variations around the bend. The
outer-bank cell reaches its maximum strength in the zone that is most vulnerable to bed
scour and bank erosion, which corroborates its morphological relevance. The outer cell is
mainly generated by reversed near-surface gradients in the profile of the streamwise
velocity. The anisotropy of the cross-stream turbulence is the major mechanism opposed to
the outer-bank cell. Increasing roughness of the outer bank amplifies all dominant
mechanisms but does not modify their relative importance. The relevance of the
experimental results for natural curved river configurations is discussed.
Citation: Blanckaert, K., A. Duarte, Q. Chen, and A. J. Schleiss (2012), Flow processes near smooth and rough (concave) outer
banks in curved open channels, J. Geophys. Res., 117, F04020, doi:10.1029/2012JF002414.
1. Introduction
[2] In spite of their importance with respect to bank ero-
sion, river planform dynamics, bank protection, and hazard
mitigation, hydrodynamic processes near the (concave) outer
bank in curved open channels are still poorly understood.
These lacunas can largely be attributed to the scarcity of
detailed experimental data. Models for the protection and the
erosion of the outer bank in open-channel bends are gener-
ally based on a simplified parameterization of the flow
forcing on the bank by means of an excess velocity, an
excess bed shear stress at the toe of the bank, an excess bank
shear stress and/or an excess flow depth [e.g., Ikeda et al.,
1981; Thorne, 1982; Thorne et al., 1995; Darby and
Thorne, 1996; Simon et al., 2000; Rinaldi and Darby,
2005; Rinaldi et al., 2008]. Thorne et al. [1995] summa-
rize empirical and analytical models for the excess velocity
and flow depth and conclude that they are highly inaccurate
and only valid for mildly curved bends. Moreover these
models do not account for characteristics of the outer bank
such as its roughness. This paper aims at enhancing insight
on the flow processes near the outer bank, and on the influ-
ence of the bank roughness. Enhancing insight is required to
improve modeling of the flow forcing on the outer bank.
[3] A prominent flow feature near the outer bank of open-
channel bends that largely conditions the near-bank hydro-
dynamics is the so-called outer-bank cell of secondary flow,
which has a sense of rotation opposite to the curvature-
induced center-region cell of secondary flow. In this paper,
we define secondary flow as the flow component perpen-
dicular to the channel axis. Figure 1 conceptually represents
flow in open-channel bends, including both cells of sec-
ondary flow. The outer-bank cell has been observed in pre-
vious laboratory experiments [e.g., Mockmore, 1943;
Einstein and Harder, 1954; Rozovskii, 1957] and field
investigations [e.g., Bathurst et al., 1977; Bridge and Jarvis,
1977; Bathurst et al., 1979; Thorne and Hey, 1979;
de Vriend and Geldof, 1983]. Recent advances in measuring
techniques and computational capacity have allowed for the
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detailed measurement of the outer-bank cell [Blanckaert and
Graf, 2001; Booij, 2003; van Balen et al., 2009, 2010;
Jamieson et al., 2010; Blanckaert, 2011; Termini and
Piraino, 2011], its successful numerical simulation by
means of three-dimensional (3D) large-eddy simulation
(LES) codes [Booij, 2003; van Balen et al., 2009, 2010;
Stoesser et al., 2010; Kang and Sotiropoulos, 2011] and the
analysis of the mechanisms underlying these patterns based
on the experimental and numerical data [Blanckaert and de
Vriend, 2004; van Balen et al., 2009, 2010].
[4] With the exception the numerical simulations of Kang
and Sotiropoulos [2011], all other contributions were,
however, limited to configurations with a smooth vertical
outer bank, which may not be representative for natural or
canalized open-channel bends. Natural riverbanks are typi-
cally rough due to the presence of vegetation or trunks, local
bank erosion, or the presence of slump blocks. Banks of
canalized rivers are often protected with rough riprap. Jin
et al. [1990] and Thorne and Furbish [1995] have inves-
tigated the effect of bank roughness in open-channel bends,
but their spatial resolution was not sufficient to visualize
near-bank patterns of secondary flow. Moreover, the
numerical investigation of the influence of the outer bank
roughness is not straightforward. Patel [1998] indicated that
the simulation of flow at high Reynolds number and over
rough surfaces is the Achilles heel of Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD). Only recently 3D-LES simulations have
been applied to shallow open-channel flows over rough beds
[Stoesser and Rodi, 2004; Keylock et al., 2005; Hardy et al.,
2007; McCoy et al., 2007; Stoesser et al., 2008; van Balen
et al., 2009, 2010; Stoesser, 2010; Constantinescu et al.,
2011a, 2011b; Koken and Constantinescu, 2011; Kang
and Sotiropoulos, 2011]. But these simulations have focused
on the bed roughness and 3D LES codes have not yet been
validated for the simulation of the hydrodynamics near rough
banks in shallow flows.
[5] In this paper, detailed measurements of flow in an
experimental curved channel are presented and discussed.
The purposes of the experiments are to (1) investigate the
influence of the roughness of the outer bank on the flow
processes near the outer bank, and especially on the outer-
bank cell of secondary flow; (2) investigate the evolution of
these near-bank processes around a curved open-channel
reach, (3) analyze the morphological implications of these
near-bank processes, and of the influence of bank rough-
ness; and (4) provide benchmark data for the validation on
numerical models.
2. The Experiments
[6] Blanckaert [2010] reports in detail the experimental
setup, the instruments, the data treatment procedures and
estimates of the experimental uncertainty. In order to make
the present paper self-contained, essential information is
summarized immediately below. The present paper adopts
the same nomenclature as Blanckaert [2010].
[7] The laboratory open-channel flume consists of a 9 m
long straight entry reach, followed by a 193 bend with
constant centerline radius of curvature of R = 1.7 m and a
5 m long straight exit reach. The flume has vertical banks
and a constant width of B = 1.3 m. The bed of the flume is
transversally horizontal and consists of glued uniform sand
of d = 0.002 m. The straight entry reach has a streamwise
bed slope of 0.0022, whereas the bed in the bend and the exit
reach is horizontal. The inner bank is made of smooth PVC.
Three roughness configurations of a vertical outer bank are
investigated: a PVC bank that is smoother than the bed, a
sand bank that is as rough as the bed, and a gravel bank that
is rougher than the bed. The former is representative of
banks protected with concrete lining, whereas the latter is
representative of banks protected with riprap or irregularly
shaped natural banks.
[8] Table 1 summarizes the geometric and hydraulic con-
ditions of the three experiments, which all concern sharply
Figure 1. Conceptual representation of the characteristic
features of open-channel bends. Modified from Blanckaert
and de Vriend [2003]. The orthogonal (s, n, z) reference sys-
tem has its streamwise s axis along the centerline, outward n
axis and vertically upward z axis, and corresponding veloc-
ity component (vs, vn, vz). The variables zS and zb, are the
local water surface and bed elevations, respectively, and
their difference defines the local flow depth h. The cross-
sectional averaged flow depth is H, and R is the radius of
curvature of the centerline.
Table 1. Hydraulic and Geometric Conditionsa
Label Q (l s1) ~H (m) Ũ (m s1) Es,0 (104) C
1=2
f ;0 Es (10
4) C1=2f Re (10
3) Fr R/B R= ~H B= ~H ks,bank (m)
F_16_90_00 89 0.159 0.43 6.2 14.7 8.5 13.2 69 0.34 1.31 10.7 8.2 smooth
F_16_90_02 89 0.159 0.43 6.8 14.2 10.1 12.1 69 0.34 1.31 10.7 8.2 0.002
F_16_90_30 89 0.155 0.44 8.2 13.2 14.5 10.5 69 0.36 1.31 11.0 8.4 0.030
aQ is the flow discharge; ~H is the flume-averaged flow depth; ~U ¼ Q= B ~H  the flume averaged velocity; Es,0 is the average energy slope in straight
inflow; Cf,0 is the dimensionless Chézy friction coefficient for the straight inflow, defined as C
1=2
f ;0 ¼ U0=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
gRh;0;Es;0
p
, based on the average hydraulic
radius Rh,0 and velocity U0 in the straight inflow reach; Es is the flume-averaged energy slope; Cf is the dimensionless Chézy friction coefficient,
defined as C1=2f ¼ ~U=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
g~RhEs
p
, based on flume averaged flow characteristics; Re ¼ ~U ~H=n the Reynolds number; Fr ¼ ~U=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
g ~H
p
the Froude number;
B is the flume width; k,banks is the roughness diameter of the outer bank material.
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curved (R/ ~H ≈ 11 and R/B = 1.31; ~H is the flume-averaged
flow depth), subcritical (Froude number Fr < 1) open-
channel flow.
[9] The curvature of open-channel bends is commonly
parameterized by means of the ratio R/B [e.g., Hickin, 1974;
Markham and Thorne, 1992; Hooke, 2003]. This ratio tends
to infinity for straight rivers, and reaches values lower than 1
for the sharpest bends occurring in nature (see compilation
of field data in the work by Crosato [2008]). Although no
objective criterion exists, the discriminator between moder-
ately and sharply curved open-channel bends is commonly
defined at a value of about R/B = 2. The choice of sharp
bends for the investigation of the near bank hydrodynamic
processes is motivated by the facts that (1) knowledge of
hydrodynamics and morphodynamics is particularly inac-
curate for sharp bends [Thorne et al., 1995] and (2) the
outer-bank cell, which will be shown to be the key to
understanding the influence of the outer-bank roughness,
amplifies with increasing bend sharpness [Blanckaert,
2011].
[10] The present paper adopts an orthogonal (s, n, z) ref-
erence system with the streamwise s axis along the center-
line, outward n axis and vertically upward z axis (Figure 1).
The discharge was measured with an uncertainty of about
1% by means of an electromagnetic flowmeter on the supply
pipeline. Measurements of the bed and the water surface
topography were made by means of echo sounders that are
characterized by an uncertainty of less than 1 mm. Velocity
measurements were made by means of an Acoustic Doppler
Velocity Profiler (ADVP) developed at the École Poly-
technique Fédérale Lausanne, Switzerland [Lemmin and
Rolland, 1997; Hurther and Lemmin, 1998; Blanckaert
and Lemmin, 2006]. This instrument measures the 3D
velocity vector with high spatial and temporal resolution
simultaneously in an entire vertical profile. The sampling
frequency was 31.25 Hz and the acquisition time was 180 s.
Blanckaert [2010] reports the following estimates of the
uncertainty in the experimental data: 4% in the streamwise
mean velocity vs, 10% in the transverse and vertical mean
velocities (vn, vz), 15% in the turbulent shear stresses
v′sv′n ; v′sv′z ; v′nv′z

, 20% in the turbulent normal stresses
v′s
2 ; v′n
2 ; v′z
2

, and 20% in the turbulent kinetic energy (tke)
k = 0.5 v′s
2 þ v′n2 þ v′z2
 
. Blanckaert and de Vriend [2004]
have estimated the uncertainty in quantities derived from
the time-averaged velocities and turbulent stresses, yielding
an uncertainty of 20% in the streamwise vorticity ws, of
about 40% in the different terms in the transport equation for
streamwise vorticity and of about 50% in the transfer of
kinetic energy between the mean flow and the turbulence.
The streamwise vorticity is defined as
ws ¼ ∂vz∂n 
∂vn
∂z
: ð1Þ
Near the bed the uncertainty in ADVP turbulence measure-
ments is somewhat higher. The ADVP housing touches the
water surface and causes perturbations in a layer of about
2 cm [Blanckaert, 2010], which is indicated by shading in all
relevant figures. Measured data have been extrapolated in
this layer with the unique objective of improving depth-
averaged variables [Blanckaert, 2010]. The uncertainty in
depth-averaged variables is less than 10%.
[11] For each experiment, measurements were done in two
steps. First, measurements were performed in the cross sec-
tions at 15, 30, 60, 90, 120, 150 and 180 in the bend
on a grid with 11 equidistant vertical profiles from
n = 0.5 m to n = +0.5 m (Figure 2). These measurements
aimed at illustrating the global evolution of the flow and the
near-bank processes around the bend, and at determining the
most appropriate cross section for higher-resolution mea-
surements. That cross section was subsequently measured on
the refined grid indicated in Figure 3d in order to analyze in
detail the hydrodynamics. The spatial resolution of the
measurements was higher in the smooth-bank experiments,
where all cross sections were measured on the refined grid.
[12] In the present paper, mean flow quantities are nor-
malized by the cross-stream-averaged velocity, U = Q/BH
(H is the cross-sectional-averaged flow depth). The turbu-
lence quantities are normalized by the characteristic shear
velocity for an equivalent straight uniform flow, defined as
u
*;0
¼ C1=2f ;0 U : ð2Þ
Here Cf,0 is the dimensionless Chézy friction coefficient for
the straight inflow, defined as C1=2f ;0 ¼ U0=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
gRh;0;Es;0
p
,
based on the average hydraulic radius Rh,0, the average
velocity U0 and the average energy slope Es,0 in the straight
inflow reach. The dense measuring grid allows estimating
Es,0 with an uncertainty of less than 5%, resulting in an
uncertainty in Cf,0 that is also about 5%.
3. Global Characteristics of the Flow and
Identification of Near-Bank Hydrodynamic
Processes
[13] For all three investigated roughness configurations
of the outer bank, the global flow field shows similar
features, which are typical for (sufficiently long) single-
bend configurations with transversally horizontal bed. These
typical features have already been described and discussed
by Zeng et al. [2008] for the smooth-bank experiment, and
explained and modeled by Blanckaert and de Vriend [2003],
Blanckaert [2009] and Blanckaert and de Vriend [2010].
They will be briefly reviewed below, since they are important
for a global understanding of the hydrodynamics and allow
identifying the hydrodynamic processes near the outer bank
that will be investigated in sections 4–7.
[14] Figure 2 shows the evolution around the bend of the
normalized depth-averaged streamwise vorticity, 〈ws〉 H/U,
the normalized depth-averaged streamwise velocity, Us/U,
and the normalized depth-averaged tke, kh i=u2
*;0
(〈〉 indi-
cates depth-averaged variables), for the smooth-bank and
rough-bank experiment. Similar figures for the sand-bank
experiment are available in the work by Duarte [2008].
[15] The normalized depth-averaged streamwise vorticity,
〈ws〉 H/U, quantifies the evolution of the secondary flow
(Figure 2a). The curvature-induced center-region cell of
secondary flow grows from the bend entry to its maximum
strength near the cross section at 90 in the bend, and then
decays gradually toward the bend exit. A zone of negative
values of 〈ws〉 H/U adjacent to the outer bank indicates the
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existence of an outer-bank cell of secondary flow with
reversed sense of rotation.
[16] Near the cross section at 40 in the bend, the flow
cannot follow the strong curvature of the (convex) inner
bank. The locus of highest velocities starts migrating outward
and separates from the inner bank, and a zone of retarded
flow occupies the region in between the inner bank and the
core of highest velocities, as discernable in the pattern of the
depth-averaged streamwise velocity Us (Figure 2b). This
region of retarded flow widens in the streamwise direction.
An internal shear layer separates the zones of highest veloc-
ities and retarded flow. Near the outer bank, streamwise
velocities are reduced in the region where the outer-bank cell
of secondary flow occurs.
[17] Figure 2c shows the measured pattern of depth-
averaged tke. According to Nezu and Nakagawa’s [1993]
semitheoretical distribution for straight open-channel flow,
bed generated turbulence is characterized by a value of
kh i=u2
*;0
= 2.07. Curvature effects related to the secondary flow
Figure 2. Global flow evolution around the bend in the smooth-bank (left column) and rough-bank (right
column) experiments. Similar data for the sand-bank experiments is available in the work by Duarte
[2008]. (a) Strength of the secondary flow, parameterized by means of the normalized depth-averaged
streamwise vorticity 〈ws〉H/U (equation (1)); (b) normalized depth-averaged streamwise velocity, Us/U;
(c) normalized depth-averaged tke, kh i=u2
*;0
. The patterns are interpolated between the measured cross
sections, which are indicated by full lines. The white contour corresponding to 〈ws〉 H/U = 0 indicates
the separation between the center-region and outer-bank cells of secondary flow. The thick black line
indicates the position of an internal shear layer separating retarded flow near the inner bank from the
core of high velocities.
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Figure 3. Isolines of the normalized streamwise vorticity wsH/U (ws = ∂vz/∂n  ∂vn/∂z) in the cross sec-
tion at 90 in the (a) smooth-bank, (b) sand-bank and (c) riprap-bank experiments based on measurements
performed with high spatial resolution. (d) Vector pattern (vn, vz) and (e) streamlines of the secondary flow
in the cross section at 90 in the riprap-bank experiment. (f ) Measuring grid. Schematic pattern of the
center-region and outer-bank cells of secondary flow, whose separation is inferred from the core of
maximum downwelling velocities (white vertical line) and the contour of zero streamwise vorticity
(red contour). The same color bar is used in all figures.
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considerably increase the tke in the central part of the cross
section, where maximum values of about 2.8 u2
*;0
occur
[Blanckaert, 2009]. Additional zones of increased tke occur
near both banks. Their location coincides with the internal
shear layer at the inner bank, and with the edge of the outer-
bank cell, respectively. This increased tke enhances the sedi-
ment transport capacity and hence has implications for the
morphological development [van Prooijen and Winterwerp,
2010; Chang et al., 2011].
4. Hydrodynamic Processes in the Cross Section
at 90 and Their Dependence on the Outer Bank
Roughness
[18] Measurements in the cross section at 90 were per-
formed with increased spatial resolution (measuring grid
indicated in Figure 3). This cross section in the bend apex
has been selected because the secondary flow is close to its
maximum strength and tke shows a pronounced increase
near the outer bank (Figure 2).
4.1. Outer-Bank Cell of Reversed Secondary Flow
[19] The streamwise vorticity, ws (equation (1)), is chosen
to visualize and quantify the secondary flow cells, because it
is a scalar, and it is governed by a transport equation that
clearly reveals the underlying mechanisms [Blanckaert and
de Vriend, 2004] (see further in section 5). The patterns of
the normalized streamwise vorticity, wsH/U, in the cross
section at 90 are qualitatively similar in all three
experiments (Figure 3). This sharply curved bend is char-
acterized by a strong center-region cell with maximum
transverse velocities that attain values of about vn/U ≈ 0.4
and maximum vertical velocities of about vz/U ≈ 0.05 (not
shown). The strength of the center-region cell is not signif-
icantly affected by the outer-bank roughness: the maximum
value of wsH/U is similar at about 2.2  0.2 and the
average value of wsH/U in the region occupied by the center-
region cell is similar at about 0.75  0.05 (differences are
within the 20% experimental uncertainty). In all three
experiments, an additional outer-bank cell with reversed
sense of rotation occurs near the outer bank. It is weaker than
the center-region cell, but amplifies and widens considerably
with increasing roughness of the outer bank: the width
increases from about 1.3 H in the smooth-bank experiment,
to about 1.7 H in the sand-bank experiment, to about 2.5 H
in the riprap-bank experiment. Maximum values of wsH/U
are about 0.44 in the smooth-bank experiment, 0.49 in the
sand-bank experiment and 0.74 in the riprap-bank experi-
ment. The average value of the wsH/U in the region occupied
by the outer-bank cell is similar at about 0.19  0.03.
[20] Figures 3d and 3e show the vector pattern (vn, vz) and
the streamlines of the secondary flow, respectively, in the
riprap-bank experiment. Both quantities provide similar
information as the streamwise vorticity component shown in
Figure 3c, and clearly show the bicellular pattern of sec-
ondary flow. Henceforth, only the streamwise vorticity will
be used to visualize the secondary flow pattern. To facilitate
interpretation, the secondary flow pattern is schematically
indicated in all relevant figures. The delimitation between
Figure 4. Isolines of the normalized streamwise velocity, vs/U in the cross section at 90 in the (a)
smooth-bank, (b) sand-bank, and (c) riprap-bank experiments. Schematic pattern of the center-region
and outer-bank cells of secondary flow, whose separation is inferred from the core of maximum downwel-
ling velocities (white vertical line) and the contour of zero streamwise vorticity (Figure 3, red contour).
The same color bar is used in all figures.
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the center-region cell and the outer-bank cell has been esti-
mated from two criteria. First, it approximately coincides
with the core of maximum downwelling vertical velocities
(indicated by a white vertical line in the figures). Second,
it is indicated by the wsH/U = 0 isoline (red contour in the
figures). The latter furthermore shows that the outer-bank
cell is restricted to the upper part of the water column and
that a zone of opposite vorticity exists below the outer-bank
cell. It is not clear if this zone concerns an additional sec-
ondary flow cell, or rather a protrusion of the center-region
cell.
4.2. Streamwise Flow
[21] The secondary flow cells leave a strong footprint on
the patterns of the normalized streamwise velocity, vs/U,
as illustrated for the cross section at 90 in Figure 4. The
center-region cell advects high-/low-momentum fluid in
outward/inward direction in the upper/lower half of the water
column, resulting in a net outward momentum transport. In
single-bend configurations with transversally horizontal bed,
this so-called “differential advection” is the main mechanism
underlying the gradual outward shift of the core of highest
velocities (Figure 2b) [Johannesson and Parker, 1989;
Blanckaert and Graf, 2004]. It results in inclined vs isolines.
Similarly, the counterrotating outer-bank cell causes an
opposite differential advection in inward direction and an
opposite inclination of the vs isolines. Figure 4 confirms that
the vs isolines are nearly vertical in the upper part of the
water column at the separation of both secondary flow cells.
The differential advection by the outer-bank cell widens the
bank boundary layer and reduces the velocity gradients near
the bank.
[22] Momentum advection by the outer-bank cell also
modifies the vertical profiles of velocity, which are typically
monotonously increasing from the bed to the surface in a
straight uniform flow. The high velocities that originate near
the water surface are advected toward the lower edge of the
outer-bank cell, and replaced by low velocities originating
near the bank. This results in a maximum velocity that is
situated at about middepth, and a reversed vertical velocity
gradient, ∂vs/∂z < 0 in the upper part of the water column,
which is known to play an important role in the generation of
the outer-bank cell [Blanckaert and de Vriend, 2004; van
Balen et al., 2010].
4.3. Turbulence Characteristics
[23] According to Nezu and Nakagawa [1993], bed gen-
erated turbulence in straight uniform open-channel flow is
characterized by (1) a vertical profile that decreases expo-
nentially from a maximum value of k=u2
*;0
= 4.78 at the bed
toward the water surface, and by a depth-averaged value of
2.07; (2) similar distributions of the three turbulent normal
stresses; and (3) a dominance of the streamwise turbulent
normal stress with v′2n =v
′2
s = 0.51 and v
′2
z =v
′2
s = 0.34. Figures 5
and 6 clearly show that the secondary flow cells also leave a
strong footprint on the turbulence characteristics, and they
Figure 5. Isolines of the normalized turbulent kinetic energy, k=u2
*;0
, in the cross section at 90 in the
(a) smooth-bank, (b) sand-bank, and (c) riprap-bank experiments. Schematic pattern of the center-region
and outer-bank cells of secondary flow, whose separation is inferred from the core of maximum downwel-
ling velocities (white vertical line) and the contour of zero streamwise vorticity (Figure 3, red contour).
The same color bar is used in all figures.
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clearly identify hydrodynamic processes that generate addi-
tional curvature-induced turbulence.
[24] Blanckaert [2009] has explained the increase in tke
occurring in the center-region cell of secondary flow
(Figure 5), and successfully simulated it with a conceptual
model. The present section, therefore, focuses on the region
near the outer bank. A core of increased tke values occurs at
the separation between the center-region cell and the outer-
bank cell of secondary flow. The tke decreases from this core
of high values toward the outer bank. The roughening of the
outer bank leads to a considerable increase in the maximum
tke values at the separation of both secondary flow cells. But
it also shifts these maximum values farther away from the
bank due to the widening of the outer-bank cell.
[25] Figure 6 shows the patterns of the most relevant tur-
bulent normal stresses and shear stresses for the smooth-
bank experiment. Patterns for the sand-bank and riprap-bank
experiment show qualitatively similar features (not shown).
The patterns of the turbulent normal stresses reveal that
turbulence is highly anisotropic in sharply curved open-
channel flow. Contrary to straight uniform open-channel
flow, the transverse turbulent normal stress v′2n is the domi-
nant contribution to the tke (compare Figure 6a to Figure 5a).
The curvature-induced increase in tke at the separation
between the center-region and outer-bank cells (Figure 5a) is
mainly due to high contributions of v′2n .
[26] Contrary to straight uniform open-channel flow
where v′sv′n, v′nv′z ≪ v′sv′z, all three turbulent shear stresses are
of similar magnitude in curved open-channel flow
(Figure 7). Similar to findings by Blanckaert and Graf
[2001] in a sharply curved narrow laboratory flume with
mobile bed, the outer-bank cell of secondary flow is clearly
discernable in the pattern of the turbulent shear stress v′nv′z .
The near-bed values of v′sv′z and v′nv′z correspond to the
streamwise and transverse component of the bed shear
stress, respectively. Both components are of comparable
magnitude in the region covered by the center-region cell,
which implies that the bed shear stress has a strong inward
component. This additional inward component considerably
increases the sediment transport capacity as compared to a
straight flow.
5. Mechanisms Underlying the Outer-Bank Cell
of Secondary Flow and Their Dependence on the
Outer-Bank Roughness
[27] The experimental data reveal that the outer-bank cell
of secondary flow is the key process responsible for the
widening of the outer-bank boundary layer, the reduction of
near-bank velocities and the increase of near-bank tke when
the roughness of the outer bank is increased. The present
section focuses on the mechanisms underlying the outer-
Figure 6. Isolines of the most relevant normalized turbulent normal stresses and shear stresses in the
cross section at 90 in the smooth-bank experiments: (a) v′2n =u
2
*;0
, (b) v′sv′z=u2*;0
, and (c) v′nv′z=u2*;0
. Sche-
matic pattern of the center-region and outer-bank cells of secondary flow, whose separation is inferred
from the core of maximum downwelling velocities (white vertical line) and the contour of zero streamwise
vorticity (Figure 3, red contour).
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bank cell and their dependence on the roughness of the outer
bank, by means of the same methodology that was recently
applied by Blanckaert and de Vriend [2004] and van Balen
et al. [2009, 2010] to investigate configurations with
smooth vertical banks. These previous investigations were
based on a term-by-term analysis of the transport equation
for streamwise vorticity and the kinetic energy transfer
between the mean flow and the turbulence. We refer to
Blanckaert and de Vriend [2004] for the presentation and
detailed discussion of these equations.
[28] These previous investigations pointed to the follow-
ing generation mechanism of the outer-bank cell. First, the
influence exerted by the outer bank and the water surface on
the flow leads to a deformation of the vertical vs profiles,
resulting in a negative velocity gradient ∂vs/∂z < 0 in the
upper part of the water column (Figure 4), which favors the
generation of the outer-bank cell. This favorable effect is
quantified by the centrifugal term in the transport equation
for the streamwise vorticity [Blanckaert and de Vriend,
2004]:
CFG ¼  1
1þ n=R
∂
∂z
v2s
R
 
: ð3Þ
Second, cross-stream turbulence stresses, v′2n , v
′2
z and v
′
nv′z
play a dominant role, mainly by opposing the outer-bank
cell. Their influence on the outer-bank cell is quantified by
means of the following terms in the transport equation for
streamwise vorticity [Blanckaert and de Vriend, 2004]:
ANIS ¼ ∂
2
∂z∂n
v′2n  v′2z
 
þ 1
1þ n=R
1
R
∂v′2n
∂z
; ð4Þ
SHEAR ¼ 1
1þ n=R
∂2
∂z2
 ∂
∂n
1
1þ n=R
∂
∂n
 	 

1þ n=Rð Þv′nv′z
h i
:
ð5Þ
These previous investigations were not in complete agree-
ment on the role of the terms “ANIS” and “SHEAR.” For the
three investigated roughness configurations, the terms
“CFG,” ANIS and SHEAR are of dominant order of mag-
nitude in the region covered by the outer-bank cell, here
called the “OBC region” (indicated by the ws = 0 contour in
all figures). The term “SHEAR” contains positive and neg-
ative contributions that approximately cancel one another
when integrated over the OBC region. For the sake of clarity
and conciseness, Figure 7 only shows the patterns of the two
dominant terms CFG and ANIS, as well as their dependence
on the outer-bank roughness. For all roughness configura-
tions, the patterns of CFG and ANIS show a clear relation to
the outer-bank cell (Figure 3): the OBC region about coin-
cides with a core of positive/negative values of CFG/ANIS
and both terms change sign at the edge of the OBC region.
Figure 7. Isolines of the normalized centrifugal term, 100CFG/(U2/H2) (equation (3); left column), and
the normalized turbulence anisotropy term, 100 ANIS/(U2/H2) (equation (4); right column) in the outer
half of the cross section at 90 in the (a, d) smooth-bank, (b, e) sand-bank, and (c, f) riprap-bank experi-
ments. Schematic pattern of the center-region and outer-bank cells of secondary flow, whose separation is
inferred from the core of maximum downwelling velocities (white vertical line) and the contour of zero
streamwise vorticity (Figure 3, red contour).
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When integrated over the OBC region, both terms are an
order of magnitude larger than SHEAR.
[29] Blanckaert and de Vriend [2004] have argued that the
kinetic energy transfer between the mean flow and the tur-
bulence via the cross-stream turbulent stresses also plays an
important role with respect to the generation of the outer-
bank cell. It is defined as [Hinze, 1975]
P nn þ P zz þ P nz ¼ v′2n  23k
  ∂vn
∂n
 
þ v′2z  23k
  ∂vz
∂z
 
þ v′nv′z
  ∂vz
∂n
þ ∂vn
∂z
 
ð6Þ
They argued that a kinetic energy transfer from the mean flow
to the turbulence, Pnn + P zz + Pnz > 0, tends to dissipate the
outer-bank cell. Previous results indicated that Pnn + Pzz + Pnz
is small in the OBC region, and it is partially directed from
turbulence to the mean flow, Pnn + Pzz + Pnz < 0. For the
three investigated roughness configurations, Pnn + P zz + Pnz
(Figure 8), is indeed an order of magnitude smaller in the
OBC region than in the region covered by the center-region
cell and even contains negative contributions. Strong dissipa-
tion of mean flow kinetic energy occurs near the water surface
at the edge of the outer-bank cell and the center-region cell.
[30] From this analysis, it can be concluded that the wid-
ening and strengthening of the outer-bank cell with increas-
ing roughness of the outer bank (Figure 3) is explained by the
widening and strengthening of the related cores of CFG
and ANIS (Figure 7), and the widening of the region of low
P nn + P zz + P nz values (Figure 8). The roughening of the
outer bank does not modify the relative importance of these
different mechanisms and their interaction, but strengthens
all of them.
6. Evolution Around the Bend of Flow Processes
Near the Outer Bank and Their Dependence on the
Outer-Bank Roughness
[31] The evolution of the outer-bank cell around the bend
is illustrated in Figure 9 by means of the patterns of the
normalized streamwise vorticity, wsH/U measured in the
outer half of the cross sections at 15, 30, 60, 90, 120,
150 and 180 in the bend. The left column shows the
smooth-bank experiment, and the right column the riprap-
bank experiment. As aforementioned, all cross sections in
the smooth-bank experiment were measured on a refined
measuring grid, whereas only the cross section at 90 in the
riprap-bank experiment was measured on this refined grid.
The lower spatial measuring resolution in the other cross
section causes an increased uncertainty in the estimation of
the streamwise vorticity (equation (1)).
[32] In all cross sections, the patterns of wsH/U are
qualitatively similar and indicate the existence of a center-
region cell, an outer-bank cell of reversed secondary flow
in the upper part of the water column near the outer bank,
and a zone opposite vorticity below the outer-bank cell.
The width and strength of the secondary flow cells vary
considerably around the bend, and shows considerable
differences between the smooth-bank and riprap-bank
experiments.
[33] Similar to section 4.1, the width of the outer-bank cell
has been estimated from two criteria: (1) the wsH/U = 0
isoline indicated by the red vertical line in Figure 9 and (2)
the core of maximum downwelling vertical velocities (not
shown) indicated by the white vertical line in Figure 9.
Figures 9 and 10 indicate that the width of the outer-bank
cell increases from the bend entry to about the cross section
at 60, and slightly decreases downstream of the bend apex.
The width increases considerably with increasing bank
roughness: averaged around the bend, the width of the outer-
bank cell is about 1.1 H in the smooth-bank experiment and
about 2.2 H in the riprap-bank experiment.
[34] Because of the irregularities in the patterns of the
streamwise vorticity (Figure 9), the strength of the sec-
ondary flow cells is commonly quantified by means of
averaged or integral quantities. Zeng et al. [2008] made
use of the circulation of both secondary flow cells,
defined as
Gi ¼
ZZ
Ai
wsH=Uð ÞdAi
i¼OBC;CRCð Þ
ð7Þ
where AOBC and ACRC stand for the cross-sectional area
occupied by the outer-bank cell and the center-region cell,
Figure 8. Isolines of the normalized kinetic energy transfer
via the cross-stream turbulence, P nn þ P zz þ P nzð ÞkH=u3*;0(equation (6)) in the outer half of the cross section at 90
in the (a) smooth-bank, (b) sand-bank, and (c) riprap-bank
experiments. Schematic pattern of the center-region and
outer-bank cells of secondary flow, whose separation is
inferred from the core of maximum downwelling velocities
(white vertical line) and the contour of zero streamwise vor-
ticity (Figure 3, red contour).
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respectively. van Balen et al. [2010] used the normalized
circulation:
wsH=Uh ii ¼
Gi
Ai
¼ 1
Ai
ZZ
Ai
wsH=Uð ÞdAi
i¼OBC;CRCð Þ
ð8Þ
which represents by definition the average value of wsH/U in
the region covered by the considered secondary flow cell.
Figure 11 shows the evolution around the bend of wsH=Uh ii
for both secondary flow cells in the smooth-bank experiment.
As already noticed in Figure 2, the center-region cell
strengthens from the bend entry to its maximum value near
the cross section at 90 in the bend, and then decays gradually
toward the bend exit. The outer-bank cell strengthens in the
initial part of the bend and reaches its maximum value near
60 in the bend. Its strength remains about constant down-
stream from the bend apex. In the cross section at 90,
wsH=Uh iCRC was slightly higher in the riprap-bank experi-
ment than in the smooth-bank experiment, which can be
attributed to the reduced width of the center-region cell. In
Figure 9. Isolines of the normalized streamwise vorticity wsH/U in the cross sections at 15, 30, 60,
90, 120, 150 and 180 in the bend. (left) The smooth-bank experiment and (right) the riprap-bank
experiment. Only the outer half of the cross sections is shown. The patterns include the measuring grid,
a schematic representation of the center-region and outer-bank cells of secondary flow, whose separation
is inferred from the core of maximum downwelling velocities (white vertical line and the contour of zero
streamwise vorticity (red vertical line). The same color bar is used in all figures.
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the same cross section wsH=Uh iOBC increased from 0.17 in
the smooth-bank experiment to 0.21 in the riprap-bank
experiment.
[35] In the riprap-bank experiment, the measuring grid in
the cross sections at 15, 30, 60, 120, 150 and 180 was
too coarse to allow for an accurate estimation of integral
values according to equation (8). Figure 11 shows, however,
a strong correlation between the average value wsH=Uh iOBC
and the maximum value (wsH/U)max of the vorticity in the
outer-bank cell in the smooth-bank experiment. Hence, the
influence of the bank roughness on the strength of the outer-
bank cell can be assessed by means of (wsH/U)max. Figure 11
shows that values of (wsH/U)max are on the average about
50% higher in the riprap-bank experiment than in the
smooth-bank experiment.
[36] The key role played by the outer-bank cell with
respect to the near-bank flow processes and the influence of
the outer-bank roughness are confirmed by the patterns of
the normalized streamwise vorticity wsH/U, streamwise
velocity vs/U and turbulent kinetic energy k=u2*;0
in the cross
section at 150 in the bend in the smooth-bank (Figure 12)
and riprap-bank (Figure 13) experiments. These patterns are
very similar to the corresponding patterns in the cross sec-
tion at 90, shown in Figures 3–5. The cross section at 150
has been selected because it is situated in the downstream
part of the bend where the flow field has largely adapted to
the constant curvature of the bend, and because it is not yet
influenced by the suddenly vanishing curvature at the bend
exit.
7. Discussion
7.1. Morphological Implications
[37] The outer-bank cell is known to play an important
role with respect to the flow forcing on the outer bank, and
hence the river morphodynamics [Blanckaert, 2011]. Its
inward differential advection widens the outer-bank bound-
ary layer (Figure 4) by confining maximum streamwise
velocities toward the inner edge of the outer-bank cell. This
decreases the near-bank velocity gradient and hence the flow
forcing on the outer bank. But the outer-bank cell also
advects high-momentum fluid originating from near the
water surface toward the lower part of the outer bank
(Figure 4), which tends to increase the flow forcing causing
bank instability. Based on observations in a natural river,
Bathurst et al. [1979] postulated that the second effect is
dominant, whereas Blanckaert and Graf [2004] found the
first effect to be dominant in a laboratory flume with mobile
bed and smooth vertical banks. The results show that an
increase in bank roughness leads to a considerable widening
of the outer-bank cell, which strengthens the first protective
mechanism. But the increase in bank roughness also
increased the strength of the outer-bank cell and thus the
advection of high-momentum fluid toward the bank. Results
are not yet conclusive with respect to the influence of the
bank roughness on the flow forcing on the outer bank. But
the results clearly demonstrate the morphological relevance
of the outer-bank roughness. These results also confirm and
explain the widening of the outer-bank boundary layer with
increasing roughness observed in field experiments by
Thorne and Furbish [1995].
[38] The widening of the outer-bank boundary layer
induced by the outer-bank cell reduces the effective width of
the channel, i.e., the width where most of the discharge is
conveyed. This is well illustrated by comparing the smooth-
bank and riprap-bank experiments: the widening of the
outer-bank cell and the corresponding bank boundary layer
from about 1.2 H in the smooth-bank experiment to about
2.3 H in the riprap bank experiment causes a reduction in the
Figure 10. Evolution around the bend of the width of the
outer-bank cell normalized by the averaged flow depth in
the cross section in the smooth-bank (cross) and riprap-bank
(circle) experiments. The blue data points correspond to the
position of the white lines in Figure 9, and the red data
points correspond to the position of the red lines in Figure 9.
Figure 11. Evolution around the bend of the strength of the
center-region cell (CRC) and outer-bank cell (OBC) in the
smooth-bank (cross) and riprap-bank (circle) experiments.
The strength is defined by means of the maximum (index
max) and average (〈〉) value of the normalized streamwise
vorticity wsH/U in the region covered by the secondary flow
cell.
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effective width from about 1.1 m to about 0.95 m. This
reduction in effective width by about 15% causes a
corresponding increase in streamwise velocities of about
15% (Figure 4 for the cross section at 90, and Figure 12b
versus Figure 13b for the cross section at 150). In typical
natural channels with a bankfull aspect ratio of B/H = 20
[Blanckaert, 2011], an outer-bank cell that is 2.3 H wide
would reduce the effective width by about 10% as compared
to a situation without outer-bank cell, leading to a velocity
increase of about 10%. Because sediment transport formulae
roughly scale with the cube of the velocity, this would cause
an increase of sediment transport capacity by about 35%.
The outer-bank cell therefore causes a decrease of sediment
transport capacity near the outer bank and an increase in the
central part of the cross section, redistributing the down-
stream sediment flux [Clayton and Pitlick, 2007].
[39] The tke levels are rather low in the outer-bank
boundary layer, and increase from the outer bank toward the
edge of the outer-bank cell, as shown by the pattern of
depth-averaged tke (Figure 2) and the patterns of tke in the
cross sections at 90 and 150 (Figure 5 and Figures 12 and
13). An increase of outer-bank roughness considerably
amplifies the maximum tke values at the edge of the outer-
bank cell, but it also shifts these maximum values farther
away from the bank. The core of maximum tke values is
situated in the upper part of the water column, and therefore
Figure 12. Isolines in the cross section at 150 in the smooth-bank experiment of (a) the normalized
streamwise vorticity wsH/U, (b) the normalized streamwise velocity vs/U, and (c) the normalized turbulent
kinetic energy k=u2
*;0
. Schematic pattern of center-region cell and outer-bank cell.
Figure 13. Isolines in the cross section at 150 in the riprap-bank experiment of (a) the normalized
streamwise vorticity wsH/U, (b) the normalized streamwise velocity vs/U, and (c) the normalized turbulent
kinetic energy k=u2
*;0
. Schematic pattern of center-region cell and outer-bank cell and indication of the
measuring grid.
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not expected to be of dominant importance with respect to
sediment transport.
[40] The incoming flow has a tendency to follow a straight
path and to collide at an oblique angle with the outer bank.
There, the flow turns against the outer bank, leading to
vertical downwelling velocities that impinge on the bed.
Frothingham and Rhoads [2003], Ferguson et al. [2003]
and Blanckaert [2010] observed that maximum bed scour
and bank erosion typically occur in this region where the
incoming flow collides with the outer bank. In the reported
experiments, this region is situated at about 60 in the bend,
which makes it coincide with the region where the width and
the strength of the outer-bank cell reach their maximum
values (Figures 9, 10, and 11), and hence the protective
effect of the outer-bank cell also reaches its maximum effect.
These results indicate that the evolution of the outer-bank
cell around the bend may be morphologically relevant.
7.2. Relevance of Laboratory Setup for Natural Rivers
[41] The investigated schematized laboratory open-
channel bend cannot be completely representative of the
variety of configurations found in nature, which differ in
geometric (planform and corresponding evolution of the
radius of curvature, width, depth), sedimentologic (sediment
size and gradation, stratigraphy) and hydraulic (Froude
number, Reynolds number, inflow conditions, boundary
roughness) characteristics. The reported experiments, how-
ever, were not intended to mimic the global hydrodynamic
behavior in open-channel bends. Their objective was to iso-
late and accentuate the near-bank hydrodynamic processes
that occur in natural curved open-channel reaches, and to
investigate these processes at a level of detail that could not
possibly be obtained in a field study. The following discus-
sion relates the findings to natural rivers.
[42] The interaction of the flow with the mobile-bed
topography is known to be of dominant importance with
respect to the global hydrodynamic and morphodynamic
behavior in alluvial channels. The flow, for example, is
known to shift away from the shallow zones into the deep
zones, which is commonly called topographic steering
[Nelson, 1988; Blanckaert, 2010]. Previous experimental and
numerical research in configurations with smooth-vertical
banks [Blanckaert and de Vriend, 2004; van Balen et al.,
2009, 2010] and the present experiments in configurations
with rough banks indicate that the outer-bank cell is mainly
due to the different influences that the water surface and the
outer bank exert on the turbulence characteristics, implying
that the configuration of the bed topography is not expected
to play a dominant role. This hypothesis is in line with the
observation of similar outer-bank cells in laboratory con-
figurations with flat beds [e.g., Mockmore, 1943; Einstein
and Harder, 1954; Rozovskii, 1957; see also, this paper],
as well as laboratory configurations with mobile beds
[Blanckaert and Graf, 2001; Jamieson et al., 2010; Termini
and Piraino, 2011] and natural alluvial open-channel bends
[e.g., Bathurst et al., 1977; Bridge and Jarvis, 1977; Bathurst
et al., 1979; Thorne and Hey, 1979; de Vriend and Geldof,
1983; Clayton and Pitlick, 2007; Blanckaert et al., 2009].
[43] The flume’s vertical banks may be representative of
canalized river reaches, but they are not representative of
most natural rivers, even though outer banks are typically
steep in sharp meander bends [Leopold and Wolman, 1960;
Thorne et al., 1995]. The outer-bank cells observed here are
similar to outer-bank cells observed in laboratory experi-
ments with smooth or rough outer banks inclined at 30 and
45 [Duarte, 2008; Blanckaert, 2011] and in natural river
bends with irregular geometry of the outer bank [e.g.,
Bathurst et al., 1977; Bridge and Jarvis, 1977; Bathurst
et al., 1979; Thorne and Hey, 1979; de Vriend and Geldof,
1983; Clayton and Pitlick, 2007; Blanckaert et al., 2009].
This suggests that the configuration with vertical banks is
relevant to investigate the outer-bank cell and the influence
of the bank roughness. The results presented here point to the
importance of the bank roughness, which is not straightfor-
ward to parameterize in natural open channels, because it is
conditioned by factors such as vegetation and slump blocks
produced by local bank erosion.
[44] Due to constraints in available laboratory space and
minimum flow depth requirements to allow for accurate
velocity measurements, laboratory flumes are typically less
shallow than natural rivers. The reported experiments are
characterized by B/H = 8.2, which is considerably smaller
than the typical value of about 20 in natural open channels at
bankfull discharge [Blanckaert, 2011]. The value is repre-
sentative, however, for the deepest outer half of the cross
section in alluvial open-channel bends where the major part
of the flow is conveyed. The results presented here indicate
that the outer-bank cell is primarily determined by the
characteristics near the bank: its strength depends on the
outer-bank roughness and its size scales with the flow depth
near the bank. Hence the shallowness of the flow is not
expected to be a dominant control parameter on the flow
processes near the outer bank. Moreover, the flume was
sufficiently large to avoid interference of the outer-bank cell
with influences from the inner bank.
[45] The uniform flow over the width at the entry of the
laboratory flume is not representative of natural open-channel
bends, where the inflow conditions are mainly determined by
the upstream river planform. Periodic meanders with alter-
nating bends typically lead to a velocity decrease from the
inner toward the outer bank at the bend entry. But the variety
of river planforms may give rise to other velocity distribu-
tions at the entry. The flume’s centerline radius of curvature
is discontinuous at the bend entry and exit in the laboratory
flume, and constant around the bend, which is not represen-
tative for natural curved open channels. Due to inertia,
however, the flow adapts in a more gradual way to these
imposed abrupt changes in curvature. Moreover, abrupt
breaks, peaks and changes tend to be common features in
natural meanders, as for example on the Embarras River
investigated by Frothingham and Rhoads [2003]. Therefore,
the first part of the laboratory bend is representative of zones
of pronounced curvature increase in open-channel bends, and
the middle part of the bend is representative of zones of weak
curvature variation. The results presented here indicate that
the outer-bank cell is primarily determined by the character-
istics near the bank, and not by the inflow conditions at the
bend entry or the planform.
7.3. Generalization of Results
[46] The experimental study in a schematized laboratory
configuration is a first, but an essential step in a combined
experimental-numerical methodology that aims at gaining
insight into the relevant near-bank processes, and ultimately
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translating them into applicable tools, and especially in an
improved parameterization of the flow forcing on the bank
in morphological models.
[47] Blanckaert and de Vriend [2004] have shown that the
accurate simulation of the outer-bank cell requires 3D
numerical models with a turbulence closure that can account
for the transfer of kinetic energy from the turbulence to the
mean flow (see equation (6)). van Balen et al. [2010] sim-
ulated the outer-bank cell in the here-reported smooth bank
experiment by means of large-eddy simulations. The
numerical simulations provide information on variables that
are difficult to measure experimentally but of dominant
importance with respect to the flow forcing on the bank,
such as the bank shear stress and the pressure fluctuations
acting on the bank [van Balen et al., 2010; Constantinescu
et al., 2011a; Kang and Sotiropoulos, 2011]. As mentioned
in the introduction, the extension of numerical research to
configurations with rough banks is not straightforward and
requires a validation of the numerical model by means of
experimental data. The results of the experiments described
here fill a useful place in the list of required benchmark
cases.
[48] Even though a validated 3D hydrodynamic model
would be able to resolve all relevant hydrodynamic pro-
cesses, depth-integrated 2D models will remain an important
tool for the investigation of large-scale and/or long-term
morphodynamic problems in real rivers due to limitations in
computational capacity. This means that an upscaling and/or
parameterization of the flow forcing on the bank is required,
which can be based on the combined experimental-numerical
research. First, the investigated parameter space can be
broadened by means of the validated numerical model, by
investigating different planforms and roughness configura-
tions. Second, an empirical parameterization can be derived
for the flow forcing on the bank as a function of the dominant
control parameters.
8. Conclusions
[49] This paper investigated near-bank hydrodynamic
processes occurring in curved open-channel reaches by
means of experiments in a schematized laboratory configu-
ration with transversally horizontal sand bed. The inner bank
was vertical and smooth, whereas three different roughness
configurations of the vertical outer bank were investigated:
PVC, sand and riprap, which are smoother, equally rough
and rougher than the sand bed, respectively. These experi-
ments extended foregoing research on the near-bank pro-
cesses that was limited to configurations with smooth
vertical banks that may not be representative of natural rives.
[50] Besides the curvature-induced center-region cell of
secondary flow that is typical for curved open-channel flow,
an outer-bank cell of reversed secondary flow occurred for
all the investigated roughness configurations of the outer
bank (Figures 3 and 9). Momentum transport away from the
bank by the outer-bank cell widened the outer-bank bound-
ary layer, which caused a decrease of the streamwise
velocity toward the bank in the region covered by the outer-
bank cell, and hence tended to reduce the flow forcing on the
bank. But the outer-bank cell also advected high-momentum
fluid originating from near the water surface toward the
lower part of the outer bank (Figure 4), which tended to
increase the flow forcing on the bank. A core of high tke
occurred at the separation between both cells of secondary
flow (Figure 5). The high-tke core occurred in the upper part
of the water column, and is therefore not expected to play a
dominant role with respect to morphological processes.
Increasing the roughness of the outer bank caused a
considerable widening of the outer-bank cell and the
outer-bank boundary layer, but also strengthened the
outer-bank cell and its advection of high-momentum fluid
(Figure 4). The widening of the outer-bank boundary
layer induced by the outer-bank cell reduced the effective
width of the channel, i.e., the width where most of the
discharge is conveyed. In typical natural channels with
steep and rough outer banks, this reduction in effective
width causes an increase in sediment transport capacity in
the central part of the channel, leading to higher transport
rates per unit width.
[51] For all roughness configurations, the near-bank pro-
cesses were qualitatively similar all around the bend, but
showed considerable quantitative variations (Figure 9). The
outer-bank cell amplified in the first part of the bend, and its
width and strength reached maximum values at around 60
in the bend (Figures 9, 10, and 11), which coincided with the
location that is most vulnerable to bed scour and bank ero-
sion. This indicates that the variations of the near-bank
processes and the outer-bank cell around the bend are mor-
phologically relevant. Downstream of the bend apex, the
outer-bank cell’s width and strength remained about con-
stant (Figures 9, 10, and 11).
[52] For all investigated roughness configurations, the
outer-bank cell was mainly generated by centrifugal effects
related to the deformation of the vertical profiles of the
streamwise velocity. Moreover the outer-bank cell and the
deformed velocity profiles enhanced each other. These
favorable centrifugal effects were balanced by terms related
to the anisotropy of the cross-stream turbulence. Increasing
the outer-bank roughness amplified all dominant mechan-
isms with respect to the generation of the outer bank, with-
out modifying their relative importance (Figures 7 and 8).
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